Building Air Handler Policy

The building air handlers never run 24/7 anymore. For energy conservation, the air handlers normally shut off at night and only run a few hours a day on weekends. If there is an emergency and the office is not open, please use the following contact information.

Leslie Looney, Department Chair – 217-766-2647
Kevin Pointer, System Administrator, help@astro.illinois.edu
Charles Gammie, Professor – 217-356-0651
Paul Ricker, Professor – 217-244-1187 (leave a message)
Joaquin Vieira, Associate Professor - 217 418 5545

The email for the F&S Energy Command Center is fandsenergycomm@mx.uillinois.edu. This email will go to the people who can reprogram the air handlers. If after hours, call the F&S service number, 217-333-0340.